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Why choose TBMaster?
TBMaster was developed by vets for vets,  
creating major time savings at every level.

In 2000, we teamed up with ComTag Technologies who have 
been providing handheld devices for TB testing in both the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland for over 20 years. 

Our handheld devices and software have been extensively 
researched and field tested with vets and only the most 
practical and rugged machines are used. They are used and 
trusted by over 1000 vets in the UK and Ireland having been 
used to test over 50 million animals.

We have been using TBMaster for 5 years. The TBMaster computer 
programme comes from the same system used in Ireland 
successfully for over twenty years.

The backup from TBMaster has been very good over the years.  
They are always available for advice. The remote access facility  
has been particularly useful.

Michael John BVSC Cert CHP MRCVS, Fenton Vets 



Software features
 ✓ Easy one step client and test creation
 ✓ Simple creation of multiple part tests
 ✓ Easily accessed total client test history
 ✓ Secure, and SAFE, transfer to and from PC
 ✓ Simple upload into SAM

Handheld features
 ✓ Easy to use and vets like using it!
 ✓ Quick search and data entry
 ✓ Multiple report features
 ✓ Easy segregation of animals into groups
 ✓ Warnings given for previous IRs, recently 

tested, calves under 42 days and Tracing tests
 ✓ Quick and easy blood testing for BVD etc.

Which device?

RT40
This top of the range machine is rugged and  
totally waterproof (IP68). It has a large keyboard  
with multiple function keys and its lithium ion 
battery gives you 10-12 hours of continuous use.  
It has a bright screen that’s very easy to see and  
it comes with a 3 year warranty which also covers 
accidental damage.

DT40
The DT40 provides a lower cost option. It is rugged 
and compact and can be used in all weathers (IP67). 
Its numeric keyboard is easily switched to an alpha 
keyboard and touch screen menus make group 
switching and reporting really simple. The lithium 
ion battery gives you 8 - 10 hours of continuous use.  
It comes with a 3 year warranty.

Both machines are multifunctional android machines that 
are both wifi and Bluetooth enabled. They have bar code 
readers and cameras built in and can be used as a phone.

RT40

DT40



I have personally used TBMaster since it’s very first days. Not only 
does the programme greatly ease the admin burden for both our vets 
and admin staff, but the clients also appreciate the investment that 
the practice has made for everyone’s benefit. 

The support is always first rate and they are always ready to listen  
to practitioners’ ideas and build them into the programme.

Roger Cunningham of North Park Vets in Devon

Get in touch
If you need further information, or a quote, send us a message or give 
us a call and we’ll be happy to answer any questions.

enquiries@lilactechnology.co.uk

07973 429471

UK Consultant: Andrew Cobner BVetMed MRCVS


